Call for Applications:
Trinity Long Room Hub (Dublin) and SOF/Heyman Center (Columbia)
Visiting Fellowships for Tenured and Tenure-Track Faculty
The Trinity Long Room Hub (TLRH)—the humanities center of Trinity College Dublin—and the
Society of Fellows and Heyman Center for the Humanities at Columbia (SOF/Heyman) welcome
applications from tenured, tenure-track, and tenure-equivalent faculty for short-term visiting
fellowships.
Beginning in 2018, the TLRH and the SOF/Heyman have annually awarded fellowships to at least
one member from each of our respective communities so as to allow awardees to pursue their
research projects while in residence at the other’s institution (normally, for a period of four to six
weeks, excluding the months of June, July, and August). Faculty in the arts, humanities, and
humanistic social sciences are eligible to apply. Fellows are expected to present their work on one or
two occasions during the fellowship period and to interact with faculty, research scholars, and other
visiting faculty and fellows in residence.
These fellowships are intended to cover the costs of travel, accommodation, and living expenses up
to a maximum of $5K or the equivalent of €5K (whichever is greater) on a receipt basis, in line with
University expense policies. While applications are made to the home institution, the host
institution vets them and issues invitations to visit. Awards are made on a rolling basis, beginning 1
Feb 2020 for visits from March 2020 through May 2021.

Application Requirements:





Research Proposal (1500 words)
Cover Letter, giving a brief description (200 words) of the project to be undertaken and
commenting on why a short-term residency in Dublin/New York would be particularly beneficial
and would align with the mission of the Trinity Long Room Hub/Society of Fellows and Heyman
Center for the Humanities.* Please indicate any academic researchers at the hosting institution with
whom you wish to liaise during your visit and include proposed dates of residency.
Curriculum Vitae

Submission Guidelines:
Applications must be submitted as a single Word or PDF document, containing all materials
noted above. Label the file thus: Last Name, First Name—Heyman-Hub Fellowship 2018 (e.g.,
“Hamilton, Alexander—Heyman-Hub Fellowship 2020-2021”). Send the application file as an
attachment in an email to: heymanhubfellowships@columbia.edu
*For information about the mission of the TRLH and SoF/HCH, please visit
https://www.tcd.ie/trinitylongroomhub/about/
http://heymancenter.org/about/

